The expressions for wake fields, generated in plasma (in the plasma waveguide or unlimited plasma) by relativistic electron bunch, was received and analyzed for the cases of the presence and absence of strong 
Presently the studies on new methods of charged particle acceleration by means of wake fields, generated in plasma by laser radiation (BWA (Beat-Wave Acceleration), LWFA (Laser Wake Field Acceleration)) and by bunches of relativistic particles (PWFA (Plasma Wake-Field Acceleration)), moving in plasma are intensively developed (see, e.g. reviews [1, 2] and cited there literature). The intensity of acceleration fields (in the order of 10 7 − 10 8 V /cm), attained by these methods can be used both for the charge acceleration, and for focusing of electron (positron) bunches in order to obtain the beams of high density and to ensure high luminosity in linear colliders of next generation [1, 3] .
Linear theory of wake field generating by two-and three-dimensional rigid bunches of charged particles in boundless and limited plasma was developed in many works [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Nonlinear theory of wake field generating by a rigid one-dimensional bunch of final extent and sequence of charge particle bunch was developed in [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . It was shown that optimum condition for wave generating is n b = n 0 /2 (n b , n 0 are the density values of bunch and plasma electrons, correspondingly). Important result of this theory is the demonstration that, in the case of nonlinear wake fields a transformation ratio R = E ac /E st (E ac and E st are the extension of correspondingly accelerating and decelerating electric fields) depends on gamma-factor of accelerating bunch and may be significant without special bunch shaping, as it occurs in the case of linear wake fields generated by a rigid bunch. The conclusion of the results mentioned above is reaffirmed in [18] for the assumption
(where v 0 is the bunch velocity), that brings to the incorrect expression for the maximum value of accelerating field E ac (when n b /n 0 = 1/2 E ac = ∞).
The influence of transverse sizes of the bunch on non-linear wake field generated by short bunches
is the bunch length, λ p is the wave length) was considered in [19] .
Non-linear theory of wake field generated by two-and three-dimensional bunches for the general case
is not yet developed.
This work contains the results and analysis of linear equation solution, describing the interaction of the axial symmetrical homogenous bunch of charged particles with plasma in the assumption of the plasma vorticity absence (laminar flow), as well as at the strong external constant magnetic field applied along the bunch motion, when the transverse movements of plasma electrons are suppressed.
Basic equations
Vector equation, describing the excitation of nonlinear three-dimensional wake fields by the rigid bunch of charged particles with electron density n b moving with constant velocity v 0 along the z axis through the cold plasma at equilibrium with density n 0 in hydrodynamic description and in the assumption of absence of the plasma vorticity
is given by the following formula [3] ∇∇
where ρ = p/mc is dimensionless momentum of plasma electrons, A-vector potential of electromagnetic The similar equation, describing interaction between laser pulse and the plasma, was obtained in [20] [21] [22] .
Let as consider axial-symmetrical bunch, when ρ depends only on variable r and z = z − v 0 t (steady state). In this case vector ρ has only longitudinal ρ z and radial ρ r components, which do not depend on azimuthal angle ϕ, and ρ ϕ = 0.
The system of equations for the component of momentum ρ z and ρ r has the following form:
Inserting in (3) and (4) ρ r = 0 and ρ z = ρ z ( z) (dependence on r is absent) we come to the one-
Inserting in (4) ρ r = 0 and expressing the derivative ∂ρ z /∂ z through derivatives of ρ z we receive for scalar potential ϕ the following equation, describing interaction of electron bunch with plasma in the presence of the external magnetic field B 0 (0, 0, B 0 ) [19] :
where
3 Wakefield generating at vorticity absence
Let us consider the problem of wake field generating by rigid cylindrical bunch of radius a and horizontal dimension d with homogeneous distribution of electrons of the bunch
moving in conducting plasma waveguide of radius b ≥ a.
Assuming in (3) and (4) n b /n 0 ≪ 1 (linear approximation) and linearizing the system on ρ we shall obtain the following system of equations, describing the process under consideration:
To define ρ z (r, z) and ρ r (r, z) let us perform the Hankel transformation [23] of the equations system (9) on r in the finite limits (0, b) and solving the obtained equations on z in the assumption of the continuity conditions of the momentum components ρ z , ρ r and components of the electrical field
at the front ( z = d) and rear ( z = 0) bunch boundaries we shall receive the following expression for the field components E z and E r :
in the corresponding areas on r.
Before the bunch (0 ≤ r ≤ a ≤ b, d ≤ z ≤ ∞) we have the following expression for the field components:
After the bunch (−∞ ≤ z ≤ 0) we have
The components different from zero B ϕ of E-wave (E z , E r , B ϕ ) magnetic field is determining by the formula
and is described by the following expressions
In formulas (10)-(25) J 0 , J 1 are the Bessel functions, and I 0 , I 1 , K 0 , K 1 -are the modified Bessel
As it may be seen from the given expressions for field components E z , E r they consist of periodic (wake field) and non-periodic ("Coulomb") parts. Before the bunch the field has only non-periodic part, which exponentially falls of with the remote from the front boundary, so that part may be neglected. After the bunch the "Coulomb" part also falls off exponentially with the remote from the rear boundary z = 0 and only periodic wake field remains. Magnetic field component B ϕ has only non-periodic "Coulomb" part, which exponentially also decreases at the remote from the bunch boundaries and it can be ignored.
In the range of 0 ≤ z ≤ d, where magnetic field is not small, the radial force f r = −eE r + eβ 0 B ϕ acting on the bunch electrons, and this force in some ranges on z can compress the bunch, focusing it.
Before the bunch ( z ≥ d) and in the range of wake field ( z ≤ 0) the component of the magnetic field B ϕ is small and the radial force is f r ≈ −eE r .
Below one can find an expression for the radial force f r acting on the bunch (0
0 ) is the smaller defocusing part of the force. Let us also give an expressions for the fields E z and E r inside and after the bunch in the case when a = b and in the case when b → ∞ (unlimited plasma):
2 and k p r. Non-periodic parts are small at γ 0 ≫ 1.
The expressions for E z and E r inside the bunch and in the wake field at b → ∞, γ 0 ≫ 1 go over into corresponding expressions for the case with unlimited plasma. In this case at k p r ≪ 1, k p a ≪ 1 (r > a or r < a) the longitudinal fields inside and over the bunch as well as in the wake are proportional to (k p a) 2 , while the radial components of the fields E I,IV r ∼ r/2a at r < a and E
I,IV r
∼ a/2r at r > a, e.g. they increase with the remote from the bunch centre inside the bunch and decrease with the remote from the bunch boundaries inside it.
Let us define the plasma density for the mentioned four regions. From the Poisson equation it follows that n e = − 1 4πe
In the regions outside the bunch in (29) we should suppose n b = 0. Using the expressions (10)- (21) for the fields we shall find out the following expressions for the plasma densities:
Thus, the density n e depends periodically on z inside and after the electron bunch at r ≤ a and does not depend on r and sizes a and b.
For the regions outside the bunch a ≤ r ≤ b and 0 ≤ z ≤ ∞, −∞ ≤ z ≤ 0 n II−IV e = n 0 and the density n e undergoes change to the lateral surface of the bunch and in the wake at r = a. On the waveguide surface r = b, n e = n 0 .
Wake field excitation under strong external magnetic field
The linear equation for the potential ϕ, describing the interaction of cylindrical electron bunch of radius a and length d with unlimited cold plasma, follows from expressions (6), (7) in assumption eϕ/mc 2 ≪ 1, n b /n 0 ≪ 1 and has the following form:
where n b is given by the expression (8).
After making Hankel (Fourier-Bessel) transformation of the equation (33) on r in boundless limits (0, ∞) under the condition that ϕ( z, r → ∞) = 0 we shall receive the following equation
where 
where k has the positive imaginary part Imk = k
After the bunch ( z ≤ 0, 0 ≤ r < ∞) the potential ϕ has the following form:
Because the "Coulomb" components (α 2 > k 2 ) are small one can ignore them and bring out the expression of square brackets from the integral in the point α = 0, where it makes the main input into the integral.
In this case the expressions (35), (36) significantly simplify: 
The components of the fields are determined from the expressions:
Inside the bunch (0 ≤ r ≤ a, 0 ≤ z ≤ d) we have: and on the other hand, there is more distinctly expressed dependence on γ-factor of the bunch. Besides, magnetic wake field B ϕ is equal to zero in plasma without the field and defers from zero in the case of plasma with B 0 = 0.
